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a b s t r a c t 

Mounting evidence from the SELENE, LRO, and GRAIL spacecraft suggests the presence of vacant lava 

tubes under the surface of the Moon. GRAIL evidence, in particular, suggests that some may be more 

than a kilometer in width. Such large sublunarean structures would be of great benefit to future human 

exploration of the Moon, providing shelter from the harsh environment at the surface—but could empty 

lava tubes of this size be stable under lunar conditions? And what is the largest size at which they could 

remain structurally sound? We address these questions by creating elasto-plastic finite element models 

of lava tubes using the Abaqus modeling software and examining where there is local material failure in 

the tube’s roof. We assess the strength of the rock body using the Geological Strength Index method with 

values appropriate to the Moon, assign it a basaltic density derived from a modern re-analysis of lunar 

samples, and assume a 3:1 width-to-height ratio for the lava tube. Our results show that the stability 

of a lava tube depends on its width, its roof thickness, and whether the rock comprising the structure 

begins in a lithostatic or Poisson stress state. With a roof 2 m thick, lava tubes a kilometer or more in 

width can remain stable, supporting inferences from GRAIL observations. The theoretical maximum size 

of a lunar lava tube depends on a variety of factors, but given sufficient burial depth (500 m) and an 

initial lithostatic stress state, our results show that lava tubes up to 5 km wide may be able to remain 

structurally stable. 

© 2016 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

Lunar lava tubes present an enticing target for future human lu-

ar exploration. A vacant lava tube could provide astronauts shel-

er against small meteorite impacts, cosmic radiation, and the ex-

reme temperature variations at the lunar surface ( Hörz, 1985;

aruyama et al., 2012 ). Because lava tubes are by their nature

ound in the vicinity of volcanic vents, there may also be good

ocal availability of volatile chemical species such as sulfur, iron,

nd oxygen, as well as pyroclastic debris which could be useful

s a construction material ( Coombs and Hawke, 1992 ). Their en-

losed nature and limited exposure to the space environment may

lso make them possible storage locations for water and other ice

eposits, useful sites for studying the stratigraphy of the lunar re-

olith and dust environment, and suitable sites for finding compar-

tively pristine examples of mantle-derived rocks near the surface
∗ Corresponding author. 
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 Haruyama et al., 2012 ). Locating and characterizing potential lu-

ar lava tubes has therefore been a priority in the lunar science

ommunity for some time. 

Lava tubes form when a channelized lava flow forms a roof ei-

her through the development of levees or the formation of a sur-

cial crust, while the molten material underneath flows away and

eaves a partially or completely vacant conduit (e.g. Cruikshank and

ood, 1971 ). Such features occur in numerous locations on Earth,

nd it has long been posited that they may also exist—or have

xisted—on the Moon. Through interpretation of images returned

y Lunar Orbiter V, Oberbeck et al. (1969) were among the first

o suggest that sinuous rilles such as those observed in northern

ceanus Procellarum and elsewhere may be the collapsed remains

f lava tubes which formed during the emplacement of the maria.

umerous other studies during the Lunar Orbiter and Apollo mis-

ion eras supported this idea, and showed examples of similar pro-

esses occurring in Hawai’i (e.g. Cruikshank and Wood, 1971; Gree-

ey, 1971; Oberbeck et al., 1972 ). 

It is only recently that we have obtained direct evidence for the

xistence of uncollapsed voids beneath the lunar surface. In 2009,

aruyama et al. published their discovery of a 65 m-diameter
uctural stability of lunar lava tubes, Icarus (2016), 
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vertical-walled hole in the Marius Hills region of the Moon, using

data from the Terrain Camera and Multi-band Imager aboard the

SElenological and ENgineering Explorer (SELENE) spacecraft. The

following year, two additional pits were identified in SELENE data,

in Mare Tranquilitatis and Mare Ingenii ( Haruyama et al., 2010 ).

Subsequent high-resolution imagery returned by the Lunar Recon-

naissance Orbiter Camera (LRO/LROC) ( Robinson et al., 2010 ) was

then used not only to provide more detailed views of the pits dis-

covered by Haruyama et al. (2009, 2010) , but also to identify 150

additional pits at the lunar surface ( Robinson et al., 2012 ). Over-

all, these openings are found to have widths ranging from 49 to

106 m, which represents a minimum size for the underlying void,

and oblique views of the pits do show that the underlying cavern is

wider than the hole in the surface in at least several cases ( Ashley

et al., 2011; Wagner and Robinson, 2014 ). Voids may also exist in

areas such as the Al-Tusi impact melt pond near King Crater on the

lunar far side, where skylights and sinuous fracture patterns have

been found in high-resolution LROC images ( Ashley et al., 2012 ),

suggesting a lava tube collapse. Unfortunately, the size and shape

of a void cannot be determined by the use of imagery alone (e.g.

Robinson et al., 2012 ). 

Gravity data, however, is particularly suited to the identifica-

tion and characterization of subsurface density variations such as

vacant lava tubes. Work by Chappaz et al. (2014a , b , 2016) and

Sood et al. (2016a , b ) has shown that lava tubes, buried craters,

and other density anomalies can be located and characterized in

the high-resolution datasets returned by NASA’s Gravity Recovery

And Interior Laboratory (GRAIL) mission (e.g. Zuber et al., 2013;

Lemoine et al., 2014 ). Using a combination of techniques such

as gravity anomaly Eigenvalue mapping, cross-correlation between

observed gravity signals and those of hypothetical features, and

forward modeling of the gravity anomalies caused by lava tubes,

Chappaz et al. (2014a , b , 2016) have found possible sublunarean

extensions of surface sinuous rilles at both Vallis Schröteri and

Rima Sharp. In both cases, GRAIL observations were found to pos-

itively correlate with a buried tube 1–2 km in width. The depth

and shape of these putative lava tubes cannot be explicitly deter-

mined from gravity data, however, as a tube even several hun-

dred meters under the surface would produce a nearly identi-

cal GRAIL-observable gravity signature to one sitting centimeters

under the surface since in both cases the spacecraft’s altitude

would be much greater than the feature’s depth. While a collec-

tion of smaller lava tubes could also produce a gravity signature

that would match GRAIL observations, the general pattern of vol-

canic flows on the Moon is one characterized by a relatively small

number of high-volume flows. The interpretation favored here and

in Chappaz et al. (2014a , b , 2016) and Sood et al. (2016a ), there-

fore, is that these gravity anomalies are each caused by a single,

large vacant lava tube buried at some non-zero distance under the

surface. 

The size of the lava tubes inferred by Chappaz et al. (2014a , b ,

2016) is much larger than any known terrestrial examples, which

reach a maximum of ∼30 m in width (e.g. Greeley, 1971 ). Oberbeck

et al. (1969) addressed the question of how large a lava tube could

be on the Moon and remain structurally stable by modeling the

roof of a lava tube as an elastic beam. Doing so, they found that

a lava tube with a roof 65 m thick could remain stable at a width

of � 385 m, given a lunar basalt density of 2500 kg m 

−3 . They also

suggest that lava tubes up to 500 m wide may be possible un-

der lunar conditions, a number which has been frequently cited

since that work was published; that calculation, however, uses

a hypothetical vesicular basalt density of 1500 kg m 

−3 , well be-

low the 3010–3270 kg m 

−3 density of that material which is now

known from modern re-analysis of Apollo mare samples ( Kiefer

et al., 2012 ). Furthermore, while Oberbeck et al. (1969) mention

that an arched roof would allow a larger stable tube or a thinner
Please cite this article as: D.M. Blair et al., The str
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ossible roof at a given tube width than the beam model used in

heir study, they do not quantify that effect. 

In this study, we aim to constrain the maximum size at which

acant lava tubes could remain structurally stable under lunar

ravity. More specifically, we seek to determine whether the large

ava tubes inferred from analysis of GRAIL data by Chappaz et al.

2014a , b , 2016) are mechanically plausible, leaving aside the mech-

nisms for forming tubes of that scale. Our methods incorporate

umerical modeling techniques of a scale not available to inves-

igations of similar questions performed during the Apollo era, as

ell as modern knowledge about the densities of lunar rocks and

he behavior and failure mechanisms of large rock bodies in gen-

ral. 

. Modeling techniques 

We approach the question of lava tube stability through the

se of finite element models built in the Abaqus software suite

version 6.12; http://www.simulia.com/solutions ). Our models as-

ume plane-strain conditions and are symmetric about the tube’s

ongitudinal axis for the sake of computational simplicity. Models

ere verified against analytic results for simple cases (e.g. grav-

tational self-compression of a block) and were found to be ac-

urate to within 1%. Zero-motion boundary conditions are set at

he far lateral and bottom edges of the model, which are placed

ufficiently far away (20 tube widths) so as not to influence our

odel results. In every model, we ensure that there are 20 ele-

ents through the thickness of the lava tube’s roof, and then ad-

ust other mesh parameters to ensure suitable element aspect ra-

ios ( < 10:1). Our general model setup and an example mesh are

hown in Fig. 1 . We do not model the formation of the lava tube

tself, but instead investigate the stability of the completed struc-

ure under various potential lunar conditions. 

The primary variables in this study are the width of the lava

ube, the thickness of the lava tube’s roof, and the pre-existing

tress state of the material. The shape of the tubes is held at a con-

tant 3:1 width-to-height ratio, mimicking the general non-circular

rched shape of terrestrial lava tubes while remaining somewhat

lose to the circular cross-section used in Chappaz et al. (2014a , b ,

016) such that our models do not grossly over-predict the width

f the tube responsible for a particular gravity deficit. The fixed

spect ratio also means that we are varying the tube’s volume lin-

arly by adjusting only the width, which is useful for comparison

ith analyses of GRAIL data since these scales with the volume of

he void space. While this single aspect ratio cannot represent the

arious lava tube shapes on the Moon or elsewhere, focusing on a

ingle shape also enables efficient exploration of parameter space

n terms of width, roof thickness, and initial stress state (see next

aragraph). Because these structures are buried, the roof thickness

s in one sense equivalent to the depth to which a lava tube has

een buried by one or more flows after its initial formation. It can

lso be considered as the thickness of the thinnest layer within the

ava tube’s roof, however, by analogy to terrestrial caves in bed-

ed rock which tend to collapse when individual beds start to fail

e.g. Ford and Williams, 1994; Palmer, 2007 ). We therefore test a

ange of roof thickness values from 1 to 500 m that includes both

he range of layer thicknesses seen in the walls of lunar skylights

 ∼1–12 m) ( Robinson et al., 2012 ) and a thickness comparable to

he larger flows in Oceanus Procellarum ( ∼600 m) ( Wieder et al.,

010 ). Our modeled lava tube widths range from 250 m to 10 km,

epresenting a size slightly smaller than the maximum size calcu-

ated by Oberbeck et al. (1969) and the approximate present-day

idth of the widest part of Vallis Schröteri, respectively. With our

ssumed width-to-height ratio, this range also includes lava tubes

ith heights similar to the ∼100–150 m depths of observed sky-

ights. 
uctural stability of lunar lava tubes, Icarus (2016), 

http://www.simulia.com/solutions
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½ w

h

⅓ w
or

a) model geometry

b) example finite element mesh

Fig. 1. (a) Diagram of our model configuration showing our geometric variables: 

the lava tube’s width, w , and the thickness of its roof, h . The height of the lava tube 

is set at ⅓ of its total width. Our model is symmetric about a plane bisecting the 

lava tube lengthwise (dashed line), and extends infinitely into and out of the page 

due to our assumption of plane-strain conditions. The right and bottom edges of 

the model are 20 w away from the plane of symmetry and the surface of the model, 

respectively, and the bottom of the model is fixed. The right edge of the model is 

either fixed or set to a given horizontal displacement, depending on whether or 

not the model includes far-field tectonic strains. (b) Example finite element model 

mesh, and an inset showing details of the mesh in the region of the lava tube. 
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Table 1 

Model parameters. 

Symbol Description Value Units 

ρb Density a 3100 kg m 

−3 

ν Poisson’s ratio 0 .25 

σ ci Unconfined compressive strength 100 MPa 

m i Material constant b 20 

GSI Geological Strength Index b 70 

ϕ Friction angle c 43 °
� Dilation angle 29 °
E Young’s modulus c 30 GPa 

c Cohesive strength 7 .2 MPa 

g Moon Lunar gravity 1 .662 m s −2 

a after Kiefer et al. (2012) ; 
b value from Marinos and Hoek (20 0 0) ; 
c calculated using method described in Marinos and Hoek (20 0 0) . 
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We simulate lava tubes which have formed in either a litho-

tatic or Poisson stress state, representing two end-member cases

f how stresses in the emplaced and cooled lava could be dis-

ributed. The lithostatic stress state is one where the horizontal

tresses at depth are equal to the overburden (vertical) stress, a

tate which would arise if all of the materials comprising the lava

ube and its surroundings were able to relax differential stresses

ompletely after emplacement; in geotechnical engineering terms,

he lithostatic state is defined as one where the coefficient of earth

ressure at rest, k 0 , is equal to unity. The Poisson stress state rep-

esents the material’s direct elastic response to overburden, where

orizontal stresses at depth are some fraction (usually on the order

f ⅓ , given a typical basaltic Poisson ratio of 0.25 as used here; see

able 1 ) of the vertical stress and are controlled by the material’s

oisson ratio. To obtain our results for the Poisson stress state, we

imply allow the structure to self-compress under lunar gravity

ith zero-horizontal-motion (and free vertical motion) boundary

onditions at the lateral edges of the model. This is the only model
Please cite this article as: D.M. Blair et al., The str
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un necessary to initiate a Poisson stress state. In contrast, the de-

elopment of an initial lithostatic stress state requires an iterative

rocess that balances gravity loads with applied stresses such that

o significant gravitational self-compression occurs in regions far

rom the lava tube. We accomplish this by running a version of

he self-compression simulation that only includes elastic material

roperties, retrieving only the final vertical stresses from each ele-

ent in the model, and assigning that vertical stress value to all

hree Cartesian stress components for that element in a second

lastic simulation in which the elements again start at their orig-

nal, undeformed positions. After running this second simulation,

e typically still observe some far-field motion in the model, and

o we repeat the process until far-field displacements vary by less

han 1% between two successive models, typically through the 3rd

r 4th iteration. 

We also consider regional-scale tectonic strains that may affect

he stability of a lava tube. To simulate these strains, we mod-

fy our models so that the edge farthest from the plane of sym-

etry is forced to move laterally during the simulation by an as-

igned percentage of the total width of the model (not of the lava

ube) which varies between model runs. Edge motion towards the

lane of symmetry places the model into contraction, simulating

he flexural compression and subsidence associated with the em-

lacement of the mare which may have led to the formation of

eatures like mare ridges. Edge motion away from the plane of

ymmetry places the region into extension, which might be ex-

ected if the region is undergoing flexural uplift. We vary the mag-

itude and sign of the tectonic strains to examine the effects of

arious amounts and types of tectonic deformation, since the re-

ional strain conditions of the lunar maria are poorly constrained.

hese tectonic strains are superimposed onto the gravity loading

escribed above. 

The material comprising our model is assigned a Mohr–

oulomb plastic failure envelope in order to simulate stresses and

trains in a way that incorporates rock failure. The parameters for

he material’s plasticity are chosen to represent a slightly frac-

ured rock body as opposed to a pristine sample of intact rock

o as to make our results both more realistic and more conser-

ative, as fractures (e.g. due to cooling; see Discussion) are likely

resent and would make the rock body weaker than intact rock.

e do this using the Geological Strength Index (GSI) method of

arinos and Hoek (20 0 0) , choosing parameter ranges appropri-

te to lunar basalts and then choosing the weakest values where

 range is given; we assume that the rock mass forming the lava

ube and its surroundings has an unconfined compressive strength

ci of 100 MPa (from a 100 to 250 MPa range given for basalt,

nd equivalent to sandstone), a material constant m i of 20 (from

 typical basaltic m i range of 25 ± 5), and a GSI value of 70 (cor-

esponding to “blocky” rock structure and zero aqueous weather-
uctural stability of lunar lava tubes, Icarus (2016), 

http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.icarus.2016.10.008
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hstable

< 0.5 h

> 0.5 h{quasi-
stable

{unstable

> 0.5 h

≥ 0.5 h

non-elastic strainsinset area

hstable

< 0.5 h

> 0.5 h{quasi-
stable

{unstable

> 0.5 h

≥ 0.5 h

non-elastic strainsinset area

Fig. 2. Model outcome designations. We deem a tube “stable” (top) when there are 

no non-elastic strains in the lava tube’s roof; “quasi-stable” when there are non- 

elastic strains in less than half of the roof’s total thickness (middle); and “unstable”

when non-elastic strains are present in more than half of the roof’s thickness (bot- 

tom). In the latter two cases, we do not distinguish based on the location of the 

non-elastic strains, instead considering only their total prevalence in the roof. Illus- 

tration roughly to scale. 
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ing). From these, we calculate a friction angle ϕ of 43 º, a dilation

angle ψ of 29 º, a deformation (Young’s) modulus E of ∼30 GPa,

and a cohesive strength c of 7.2 MPa, using the method outlined in

Marinos and Hoek (20 0 0) . In addition, we assume a basalt density

of 3100 kg m 

−3 , a rough median value of the basalt densities found

in a recent re-analysis of lunar samples by Kiefer et al. (2012) . All

of our material parameters are summarized in Table 1 . This is a

“continuum” approach to modeling the material, where the influ-

ence of individual fractures is ignored in favor of distributed plastic

(e.g. cataclastic) deformation; this assumption becomes less rea-

sonable with thinner lava tube roofs, as structurally critical areas

represent a larger portion of the model, meaning that randomly

distributed unmodeled fractures are more likely to exist in critical

areas (e.g. through the apex of the roof). Nevertheless, in absence

of such fractures, this approximation of the material behavior is

substantially more realistic for our purposes than assuming that

the rock behaves elastically. 

We infer the structural stability or failure of a lava tube by cal-

culating what proportion of the thickness of the lava tube’s roof

has exceeded the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope at the end of

our model simulation ( Fig. 2 ). The rationale for this approach lies

in the observed tendency of terrestrial caves to fail at the apex of

the roof, progressing upwards layer by layer as the cave fails (e.g.

Ford and Williams, 1994; Palmer, 2007 ); as stated previously, our

roof thicknesses can thus be thought of as representing either the

thickness of the thinnest layer in the roof or the thickness of a sin-

gle but more voluminous volcanic deposit. Any amount of plastic

strain in our model output is taken to indicate complete local ma-
Please cite this article as: D.M. Blair et al., The str
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erial failure; we are not claiming that the rock body undergoes

ross plastic deformation, only that it has ceased to behave elas-

ically and is therefore likely to fail. If there are no plastic strains

n the lava tube’s roof, we deem the tube stable. If plastic defor-

ation (either contractional or extensional) is present in less than

0% of the total thickness of the lava tube’s roof, the structure is

onsidered ‘quasi-stable’; this could represent either the failure of

everal layers within the roof, or the failure of some portion of a

ingle-layer roof. Finally, if our model indicates plastic strains in

he majority (50% or more) of the roof’s thickness, we conclude

hat this lava tube would be unstable under lunar conditions. In

he latter two cases, we do not distinguish based on the location

f failure zones at either the top or bottom of the roof, and instead

xamine the total thickness that they occupy. The choice of a cut-

ff point of 50% of the roof thickness is arbitrary, but having two

istinct degrees of failure allows us to note both lava tubes that

re beginning to fail and those in which total roof failure is more

ikely. 

. Results 

We find that the maximum size of a stable or quasi-stable

mpty lunar lava tube depends strongly on both the thickness of

he tube’s roof and the assumed pre-existing stress state ( Fig. 3 ).

ithout considering the effects of regional tectonics, our results

ndicate that a lava tube buried 50 m under the lunar surface can

emain fully stable at a width of up to 3.5 km; if some portion

f the roof is allowed to fail as in our “quasi-stable” results, both

re-existing stress state cases allow a tube 5.25 km across with a

oof 200 m thick. This means that regardless of the gravitational

tress state assumed to exist in the structure or the degree of lo-

al failure which is permitted (i.e. none in the stable outcomes

r < 50% in the quasi-stable outcomes), our results support the

nterpretation of Chappaz et al. (2014a , b , 2016) that GRAIL grav-

ty observations may represent very large vacant sublunarean lava

ubes, although the question of initially forming a lava tube of this

cale is a separate matter (see the Discussion). The largest possible

table or quasi-stable lava tube changes depending on our stress

tate assumptions, however, as does the relationship between lava

ube roof thickness and stability. These differences are discussed

n more detail below, along with the results of our models testing

he influence of far-field tectonic strains and the cooling of the lava

ube. 

Assuming a lithostatic state of stress in the material, the max-

mum size of a stable lava tube increases with the thickness of

he roof ( Fig. 3 , top). With our maximum tested roof thickness of

00 m, a lava tube as large as 5 km across ( Fig. 4 ) experiences no

lastic strains under lunar conditions, and lava tubes up to 6.75 km

cross may remain stable if they are able to survive failure occur-

ing in a portion of the roof’s thickness. Lava tubes 1 km wide as

nferred from GRAIL data ( Chappaz et al., 2014a,b; 2016 ) can re-

ain stable given a roof at least 1 m thick, given our material as-

umptions and the modeled roof shape. In all cases, a lithostatic

tress state leads to stresses in the roof of the lava tube that are

ompressional throughout its thickness (e.g. Fig. 5 , color contours)

imilar to the designed behavior of masonry keystone arches, and

hen failure occurs it does so in absolute contraction (i.e. with

egative lateral plastic strains) progressing from the surface of the

ava tube downwards. 

Lava tubes beginning in a Poisson stress state cannot remain

table at sizes quite as large as those in an initial lithostatic stress

tate, and the relationship between roof thickness and tube stabil-

ty is more complex ( Fig. 3 , bottom). The largest fully stable tube in

his case is found to be 3.5 km across, with a 50–100 m thick roof

e.g. Fig. 5 , model D); if some plastic failure is allowed, that maxi-

um size increases to 5.25 km with a roof thickness of 20 0–50 0 m.
uctural stability of lunar lava tubes, Icarus (2016), 
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E

Fig. 3. Lava tube stability results from this study for an assumed lithostatic (top) and Poisson (bottom) state of stress in the material comprising the lava tube and its 

surroundings, and for a variety of combinations of lava tube width and roof thickness (with height fixed at ⅓ of the width). A lava tube is deemed stable when there are 

no plastic strains present in the roof, quasi-stable when plastic strains are present in < 50% of the roof’s thickness, and unstable when plastic strains are found over ≥ 50% 

of the roof’s thickness. The bold line in (b) indicates a division between two modes of failure in the Poisson models, with models below that line (and all models in the 

lithostatic stress state case) failing in contraction, and models above that line failing in extension due to downwards flexure of the roof. See the text for more details. Dots 

or letters indicate performed simulations, blank boxes indicate interpolated results; the letters correspond to models shown in Figs. 4 –6. 
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e also find that tubes 1 km wide or wider can remain stable even

ith a roof thickness of only 1 m given an initial Poisson stress

tate and our assumptions regarding the material properties of the

ock (i.e the GSI parameters and density as described in the Model-

ng Techniques section). However, unlike the lithostatic stress state,

ncreasing roof thickness does not uniformly lead to larger possible

ube sizes. Below a certain thickness (below the bold line in Fig. 3 ),

he roof is entirely in compression ( Fig. 5 , model E), leading fail-

re to occur in compression and at the surface, as is the case with

ur lithostatic stress state models. In thicker-roofed tubes (above

he bold line in Fig. 3 ), however, the tendency of the roof to flex

ownwards under its own weight, combined with the lower hori-

ontal stresses present in this stress state compared to the litho-

tatic stress state, leads to extension at the base of the roof ( Fig.

 , model D). As rock is much weaker in tension/extension than in
Please cite this article as: D.M. Blair et al., The str
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ompression, this causes local material failure at the base of the

oof, similar to the failure pattern observed in terrestrial caves in

edded deposits. The presence of this second failure mode leads

o both smaller possible lava tube sizes and the observed nonlin-

ar relationship between roof thickness and lava tube stability in

ur models with an initial Poisson stress state. 

The failure mode of a given lava tube also affects its abil-

ty to withstand far-field tectonic strains. Fig. 6 shows a selec-

ion of models under both the lithostatic and Poisson stress states

hich were subjected to both contractional and extensional far-

eld strains (shown on the horizontal axis) until the point of fail-

re; failure states are the same as in Fig. 3 . Models that fail in con-

raction with no imposed far-field strains (e.g. models A, B, D, and

 in Fig. 6 ) can be subjected to comparatively large amounts of ex-

ensional strain before failing. A small amount of imposed far-field
uctural stability of lunar lava tubes, Icarus (2016), 
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1000 m

horizontal stress (MPa) 0-12-24

5000 m wide / 500 m roof (model A in Fig. 4)

Fig. 4. The largest lava tube found to be theoretically stable, indicated as model 

A in Fig. 3 . The lava tube is 5 km wide, has a roof 500 m thick, and begins in a 

lithostatic stress state. Color contours show the horizontal stress component with 

negative (compressional) stresses throughout the roof of the tube. 

horizontal stress (MPa) 0 10-10-20

500 m

500 m

500 m

200 m roof (model C in Fig. 4)

50 m roof (model D in Fig. 4)

20 m roof (model E in Fig. 4)

Fig. 5. Models of a 3500 m wide tube with an initial Poisson stress state, show- 

ing how varying roof thickness results in different final stress states, failure modes, 

and stability outcomes. The model with a 200 m roof (model C here and in Fig. 3 ) 

fails in extension at the apex of the tube; with a 50 m roof (model D) is stable and 

shows uniformly compressional horizontal stresses; and with a 20 m roof (model 

E) fails in compression from the surface downwards. Color contours show the hori- 

zontal stress in the model, with positive stress corresponding to tension. Inset boxes 

show the central portion of the roof magnified for clarity, and the vertical dashed 

lines represent the plane of symmetry. Shown to scale. 
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xtension (up to + 0.03%) combined with a strongly ( � −20 MPa)

ompressional stress state in the roof due to gravity actually serves

o bring the lava tube’s roof back towards a more neutral stress

tate, such that several models (B and E) showed an ability to

emain stable under more extensional strain than contractional.

odels A, B, D, and E (see Fig. 6 ) also show a rough inverse pro-

ortionality between the thickness of a lava tube’s roof and the

mount of strain that it is able to withstand before failing. Those

odels which before failed via downwards flexure of the roof (e.g.

odel C in Fig. 6 ), however, are far more susceptible to failing

hen extensional far-field strains are superimposed as opposed to

ontractional strains, as the addition of still more extensional strain

o the system causes the lava tube’s roof to sag even farther and

uickly leads to pervasive failure at the base of the roof. 

. Discussion 

Our results show that lava tubes up to 5 km wide can remain

table under lunar gravity, which is a much larger width than pre-

iously expected. Even the smaller stable tubes in our results, such

s the 1.5 km wide tube with a 5 m thick roof, which is possible in

oth the lithostatic and Poisson stress state cases, are several times

arger than the 385–500 m stable size calculated by Oberbeck et al.

1969) . This is due to the simplification in that analysis where lava

ubes are approximated as having a flat roof which acts as a beam,

hereas we find that beam-like extensional stresses only occur in

he thicker-roofed Poisson-stress-state models (above the dashed

ine in Fig. 3 b). Oberbeck et al. (1969) hypothesized that arched

oofs would allow thinner roofs for a given size of lava tube or a

arger tube width for the same roof thickness. Our models confirm

his hypothesis by showing that with an arched roof lava tubes are

ore likely to fail in compression rather than tension, which takes

dvantage of the rock’s much higher strength in compression and

nables larger lava tubes to remain stable compared to Oberbeck et

l. (1969) . The fact that an arched roof can allow wider roof spans

n masonry structures has been well known since antiquity, so this

eneral result is not in itself surprising. 

What may be surprising, however, is the tremendous size (up

o 5 km wide) of the largest stable lava tubes in this study, or how

hin a roof may be possible while still supporting lava tubes more

han a kilometer across. These structures are indeed very large—

he lunar horizon lies ∼2.4 km away, so in many of the stable tubes

odeled here one side of the lava tube’s floor would not be vis-

ble from the opposing side. For comparison, the largest terres-

rial lava tubes are ∼30 m in width (e.g. Greeley, 1971 ), although

ave or tunnel chambers formed by other means (such as erosion

y subterranean rivers) have been found with widths of several

undred meters (e.g. Ford and Williams, 1994 ). The larger stable

izes of lava tubes on the Moon can be explained partly by the

ower gravity (1/6 that of Earth), which will lead to proportionally

ower stresses in the roof in cases where the entire roof is driven

nto compression by gravity; a cavern 200 m across on Earth could

otentially survive at 1200 m across on the Moon for this reason

lone assuming linear scaling with overburden pressure. Gravity is

nly a contributing factor, however, as we find caverns much larger

han 1200 m to be stable in these cases. Furthermore, lava tubes

hich fail due to downwards flexure of the roof which might be

xpected to follow scaling more like the g 1/2 factor given by beam

heory such that a 200 m terrestrial cavern would correspond to a

490 m lunar one (closely in line with the value given in Oberbeck

t al. (1969) ), whereas we find that lava tubes ∼2–7 times larger

re possible even under flexure, again indicating scaling in excess

f that explainable by gravity. Another contributing factor to in-

reased lava tube stability on the Moon may be the almost total

ack of aqueous erosion and the assumed “blocky” texture of lunar

ocks (i.e. having widely-spaced fractures), which may lead lunar
uctural stability of lunar lava tubes, Icarus (2016), 
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asalts to be stronger (higher cohesion and internal friction an-

les) than their terrestrial counterparts (after Marinos and Hoek,

0 0 0 ). In thinner roofs it is also more likely that our continuum

ssumption is incorrect due to pre-existing fractures in the lava

ube’s roof. Altering our material parameters to more Earth-like

alues or changing our continuum approach would thus likely re-

uce our resulting lava tube sizes, possibly bringing them closer to

he size expected from pure gravitational scaling. 

Our results also raise the question of whether lava tubes larger

han a kilometer across are likely to form under lunar conditions.

lthough the mechanics of lava tube formation on the Moon are

oorly understood, there are several lines of evidence suggest-

ng that tubes several kilometers across may be able to form un-

er lunar conditions. The first of these is the very large, sinu-

us mass deficits observable in GRAIL gravity data, which indicate

ome sort of void under the lunar surface—although not necessar-

ly lava tubes—on the order of one kilometer across ( Chappaz et al.,

014a; b; 2016 ). The size of lunar sinuous rilles is also illustrative:

ima Sharp is ∼840 m wide on average, Vallis Schröteri ∼4.3 km,

nd there are numerous other rilles with widths over 1 km (e.g.

urwitz et al., 2013; Garry and Bleacher, 2011 ). These rilles are

enerally interpreted to be volcanic in origin, suggesting very high

ruption volumes on the Moon. It is possible that among features

his size, those with thinner roofs collapsed to form open channels

n the form of the observed sinuous rilles, and others with thicker

oofs were stable enough to persist as sublunarean lava tubes. Even

he global median sinuous rille width, 480 m ( Hurwitz et al., 2013 ),

s an order of magnitude larger than known terrestrial examples.

his disproportionately larger size of lunar sinuous rilles clearly in-

icates a different volcanic environment on the two bodies, caused

y some combination of factors like crustal stress states, material

ifferences, lava production, or cooling rates. Factors such as the

ower viscosity and higher density of lunar lavas, the higher erup-

ion rates inferred at the Moon from observed sinuous rilles, or

he absence of convective or advective cooling may also allow the

ormation of much larger lava tubes on the Moon than on Earth

 Cruikshank and Wood, 1971 ) by enabling more voluminous flows,

ore cohesive roofs, or thicker chilled lava flow margins, respec-

ively. It is worth noting, however, that air-cooled lava tubes cool

ore slowly than might be expected due to the insulating effect of
Please cite this article as: D.M. Blair et al., The str
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ases ( Sakimoto and Zuber, 1998 ), so a radiation-only environment

nside a lava tube may not cool at a meaningfully different rate;

his question requires further investigation. 

The cooling process of a lava tube in an environment such as

 lunar mare is also poorly understood, and may have other ef-

ects on the stress state and long-term stability of the tube. Cool-

ng of lava during the initial formation process likely does not lead

o the development of stresses in the structure, as these will in-

tead be accommodated by pervasive cracking. These cracks will

hen fill in with subsequent flows, altering the structural proper-

ies of the rock as a whole in complex ways. While we attempt to

imulate the pervasive weakening through our use of the Geolog-

cal Strength Index ( Marinos and Hoek, 20 0 0 ), it is possible that

ubsequent flows may also lead to further cycles of heating and

ooling of in-place material, which are not modeled here. These

hermal effects would depend on the exact volcanic history of a

ava tube, the thicknesses and temperatures of subsequent flows,

nd, as mentioned above, the specifics of the cooling environment.

hile this is an admittedly complex parameter space, and is out-

ide the scope of the present study, the complete formation-to-

resent thermal history of lava tubes does likely play a role in their

ong-term stability. 

Lava tubes ∼100–150 m tall (300–450 m wide) that could po-

entially underlie observed skylights are found to be stable in our

alculations even with the very thin ( ∼1 m) roof layer thicknesses

bserved in the skylights. With both the lithostatic and Poisson ini-

ial stress states, there are also models several times larger than

his which we find to be stable, so we might not expect structures

f these proportions to be particularly “close” to failure; in other

ords, changes of a factor of two or more in roof thickness or

ube width would not affect their stability. This may indicate that,

f the skylights are in fact openings into lava tubes, they represent

ome sort of local failure of otherwise stable structures and not

ravitational collapse of fundamentally unstable structures. Mete-

rite impacts, local concentration of pre-existing fractures, region-

lly thinner roofs or roof layers, or local material differences could

ll lead to the formation of skylight-like collapses. Different mech-

nisms for the formation of the lunar skylights may also be dis-

inguishable by the observed shape of the hole, with irregularly

haped holes representing structural failure instead of an impact
uctural stability of lunar lava tubes, Icarus (2016), 
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origin (e.g. Martellato et al., 2013 ). It is worth noting, however, that

a skylight could easily form due to a combination of factors, with

a nearby meteorite impact triggering the collapse of an already

anomalously weak part of the tube or a small but non-penetrating

impact creating a weak area which later fails for some other rea-

son. The relative influence of these processes likely varies between

individual skylights. 

Regional tectonics may also play a role in the location of stable

lava tubes. Our results show that lava tubes near the maximum

stable size are able to withstand far-field strains between –0.2%

and + 0.08%, depending on the initial stress state, lava tube size,

and roof thickness (see Fig. 6 ). The presence of any nearby tec-

tonic features (e.g. mare ridges, graben) should thus be carefully

considered when attempting to locate or characterize potential lava

tubes, as large amounts of regional strain will lead to smaller local

maximum lava tube sizes and/or thicker minimum roof thickness

than in less tectonically active regions. 

Due to their higher gravity, we would expect that similar lava

tubes on either Mars or Mercury (both with surface gravity g of

∼3.7 N kg −1 ) may be able to remain stable at sizes ∼44% as large

as presented here ( � 2.2 km wide), or for terrestrial lava tubes

( g ∼ 9.8 N kg −1 ) to be able to remain stable when they are ∼16%

as large ( � 800 m wide), since gravity has a linear effect on the

stresses experienced at depth due to overburden. The size of stable

lava tubes on a given body would be further reduced by weaken-

ing the material comprising the tube either by weathering or the

more rapid advective cooling possible in the Martian or terrestrial

atmospheres. It is also possible that lava tube aspect ratios other

than the 3:1 width-to-height ratio used here could produce differ-

ent results for stability, and that this ratio may differ between bod-

ies. The exact ways in which lava tube stability is affected by these

various factors remains to be investigated. It is important to note,

however, that calculations such as those in the present study only

represent the sizes at which lava tubes may remain structurally

stable; lava tubes 800 m wide are not found on Earth, and so it

is entirely possible that lava tubes do not exist at these maximum

sizes on the Moon, Mars, or Mercury. The maximum size of extant

(as opposed to structurally possible) lava tubes may thus be con-

trolled more by the properties of the source of the tube-forming

lava flow than by the stability of the formed lava tube. 

5. Conclusions 

We use finite element models to test the stability of lava tubes

of various sizes and burial depths under a variety of conditions ap-

propriate to the lunar maria. By calculating material failure in the

lava tubes’ roofs, we conclude that large (kilometer scale) vacant

sublunarean lava tubes may be able to remain stable on the Moon

under a wide range of possible conditions. Our results suggest that

a lava tube ∼5 km wide can remain stable given that it formed in

sufficiently voluminous lava flows that it possesses a thick (500 m)

roof, and given a near-lithostatic initial stress state and a compar-

atively quiescent regional tectonic environment. Lava tubes ∼1 km

wide may be able to remain stable with a roof only ∼2 m thick,

given similar initial and regional stress conditions. Both of these

results assume a set of Geological Strength Index parameters and

a rock density appropriate to the lunar maria, an unconfined com-

pressive strength of 100 MPa, and a lava tube with an assumed 3:1

width-to-height ratio. These results indicate that the interpretation

of Chappaz et al. (2014a , b , 2016) that GRAIL data suggests the pres-

ence of several-kilometer-wide voids buried beneath the lunar sur-

face is within the realm of mechanical plausibility. 

The primary factor which allows large lava tubes to remain sta-

ble is the arched shape of the roof, which leads to a compressional

stress state throughout the roof under gravitational loading. This

result, when scaled for gravity, leads to stable lava tube sizes on
Please cite this article as: D.M. Blair et al., The str
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arth much larger than known examples. The size of the largest

xtant vacant lava tube on a given body may thus be limited not

y stability issues, but by the manner and scale of their forma-

ion or by erosional processes that decrease the durability of larger

ubes. Therefore, while both this study and gravitational evidence

rom GRAIL ( Chappaz et al., 2014a , b , 2016 ) support the possibility

hat lava tubes several kilometers across may exist under the lunar

urface, further proof of their existence gathered by methods such

s ground-penetrating RADAR (e.g. Sood et al., 2016c ), gravimetry

e.g. Urbancic et al., 2015 ) or seismic studies will be needed before

heir existence can be confirmed. 
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